In this paper, the fundamental limits of decentralized simultaneous information and energy transmission in the K-user Gaussian multiple access channel (G-MAC), with an arbitrary K 2 and one non-colocated energy harvester (EH), are fully characterized. The objective of the transmitters is twofold. First, they aim to reliably communicate their message indices to the receiver; and second, to harvest energy at the EH at a rate not less than a minimum rate requirement b. The information rates R1, . . . , RK , in bits per channel use, are measured at the receiver and the energy rate B is measured at an EH. Stability is considered in the sense of an η-Nash equilibrium (η-NE), with η > 0. The main result is a full characterization of the η-NE information-energy region, i.e., the set of information-energy rate tuples (R1, . . . , RK , B) that are achievable and stable in the G-MAC when: (a) all the transmitters autonomously and independently tune their own transmit configurations seeking to maximize their own information transmission rates R1, . . . , RK ; and (b) all the transmitters jointly guarantee an energy transmission rate B at the EH, such that B b. Therefore, any rate tuple outside the η-NE region is not stable as there always exists at least one transmitter able to increase by at least η bits per channel use its own information transmission rate by updating its own transmit configuration.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have witnessed a proliferation of battery-powered communication networks and devices. Within this context, when networks are deployed and batteries become inaccessible for either recharging or replacing, the network lifetime is often determined by the initial amount of energy stored in the batteries. Therefore, when renewable energy sources such as light, wind, vibrations, etc., are not available, radio-frequency (RF) energy harvesting becomes an interesting alternative. The main enabler of RF energy harvesting is the fact that energy and information can be simultaneously transmitted by radio-frequency waves, as first proposed by Tesla [1] , [2] . From this point of view, wireless networks can be designed to meet two objectives: (a) information transmission to conventional receivers; and (b) energy transmission to wireless energy harvesters (EHs). This two-objective paradigm for designing wireless networks is referred to as simultaneous information and energy transmission (SIET) [3] .
The fundamental limits on SIET are well-understood in point-to-point channels. The trade-off between the information transmission rate and the energy transmission rate is characterized by the information-energy capacity function [4] . Consider for instance a binary symmetric channel (BSC) with cross-over probability p, i.e., P (1|1) = P (0|0) = 1 − p and P (1|0) = P (0|1) = p and assume that the symbol '1' provides 1 energy unit whereas the symbol '0' provides 0 energy units. The information capacity of this channel is 1 − H 2 (p) bits per channel use, where H 2 (·) denotes the binary entropy function. Note that the information capacity is achieved by equiprobable inputs, which induce an energy rate of with and without feedback. Analogously to the point-to-point case, these works show that there exist two energy regimes: one in which the energy rate constraint does not have any significant impact, and thus the set of achievable information rate tuples are those of the classical G-MAC or G-IC, respectively. Alternatively, in the other regime, increasing the information rates implies reducing the energy rate and vice-versa. An object of central interest regarding the results in [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] and [9] , is that the achievability of these information-energy rate tuples is subject to the existence of a central controller that decides an operating point and indicates to all network components the corresponding transmit-receive configuration that should be used. Unfortunately, this assumption does not hold in networks in which a central controller is not feasible. This is typically the case of decentralized or ad hoc networks such as sensor networks, body area networks, among others. In this type of multi-user channels, the transmitters and the receivers are assumed to be autonomous and capable of unilaterally choosing their own transmit-receive configurations, aiming to maximize their individual benefit, e.g., individual information rate, individual energy rate or a combination of both. Hence, from this perspective, the notion of information-energy capacity does not properly model the fundamental limits of SIET in decentralized networks.
To tackle this anarchical behavior observed in decentralized networks, a new condition on all achievable rate tuples is imposed: stability. There are many notions of stability, e.g., Nash equilibrium [10] , Stackelberg equilibrium [11] , correlated equilibrium [12] , and satisfaction equilibrium [13] , among others. The remaining of this paper focuses exclusively on the η-Nash equilibrium (η-NE) [10] , with η > 0. A multi-user channel is stable in the sense of an η-NE if none of the transmitters or the receivers is able to increase its own individual benefit by more than η units when unilaterally changing its own strategy. The set of all information-energy rate tuples that are achievable and stable is called the η-NE information-energy region.
A. Previous Works
Previous works have studied decentralized MACs using game-theoretic tools when the aim of each transmitter is limited to exclusively transmitting information. For instance, Lai and El Gamal [14] proposed a framework to study the power allocation problem in fading decentralized MACs when the transmitters aim to maximize their own individual transmission rate. Gajic and Rimoldi [15] considered a similar scenario with time-invariant channels in which the transmitters have the choice of adopting any possible transmit configuration and determined the subregion of the information capacity region that is achievable at an NE. Belhadj Amor and Perlaza [16] studied the K-user Gaussian MAC and characterized the fundamental limits of decentralized information transmission for two scenarios: a first game in which the transmitters autonomously and independently tune their transmit configurations seeking to maximize their own transmission rates, while the receiver adopts a fixed receive configuration and stability is considered in the sense of the η-NE, with η > 0; and a second game involving the transmitters and the receiver, in which two categories of players play in a given order and stability is considered in the sense of the η-sequential equilibrium [17] , with with η > 0. Varan and Yener [18] studied two-hop networks in which the source(s) is (are) incentivized to perform energy and signal cooperation to maximize the amount of its (their) own data that is reliably delivered to the destination.
B. Contributions
This paper studies the fundamental limits of decentralized SIET in the two-user G-MAC when a minimum energy rate is required for successful decoding. More specifically, each transmitter chooses its own transmit configuration aiming to maximize its individual information rate to the receiver/information decoder while it guarantees an energy transmission rate higher than a given predefined threshold at a given EH. The receiver is assumed to adopt a fixed configuration that can be either singleuser decoding (SUD), successive interference cancellation (SIC) or any time-sharing configuration of the previous decoding techniques. This paper provides a game formulation of this problem. The main contribution is the full characterization of the η-NE information-energy region of this game, with η > 0.
C. Structure of the Paper
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section II describes the channel model and provides a game-theoretic formulation of decentralized SIET in the K-user G-MAC with a minimum energy rate constraint b. Section III shows the main results of this paper and reports important observations. In Section IV and Section V, the proofs are provided. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. K-USER GAUSSIAN MAC WITH MINIMUM ENERGY RATE b A. Channel Model
Consider the K-user memoryless Gaussian multiple access channel (G-MAC) with an energy harvester (EH), with an arbitrary number of users K 2, as shown in Fig. 2 . Let n ∈ N be the blocklength. At each channel use t ∈ {1, . . . , n} and for any i ∈ {1, . . . , K}, let X i,t denote the real symbol sent by transmitter i. The receiver observes the real channel output
and the EH observes
where h 1i and h 2i are the corresponding constant non-negative channel coefficients from transmitter i to the receiver and EH, respectively. The noise terms Z t and Q t are realizations of two identically distributed zero-mean real Gaussian random variables with variances σ 2 1 and σ 2 2 , respectively. In the following, there is no particular assumption on the joint distribution of Q t and Z t . The symbols {X i,t } n t=1 satisfy an expected average input power constraint
where P i and P i,max denote respectively the average transmit power and the maximum average power of transmitter i in energy units per channel use, with i ∈ {1, . . . , K}.
The channel coefficients satisfy the following L 2 -norm condition:
with h j (h j1 , . . . , h jK ) T , in order to satisfy the energy conservation principle. The signal to noise ratios (SNRs): SNR ji , with ∀(j, i) ∈ {1, 2} × {1, . . . , K} are defined as follows
Within this context, two main tasks are to be simultaneously accomplished: information transmission and energy transmission.
B. Information Transmission
The goal of the communication is to convey the independent message M i , uniformly distributed over the set M i {1, . . . , 2 nRi }, from transmitter i, with i ∈ {1, . . . , K}, to the common receiver at the information rate R i . The message indices (M 1 , . . . , M K ) are independent of the noise terms Z 1 , . . . , Z n and Q 1 , . . . , Q n .
At each time t, the t-th symbol of transmitter i, for i ∈ {1, . . . , K}, depends solely on its message index M i and a randomly generated index Ω ∈ {1, . . . , 2 nRr }, with R r 0, that is independent of M 1 , . . . , M K and assumed to be known by all transmitters and by the receiver, i.e.,
for some encoding functions f
, and the average probability of error is given by
C. Energy Transmission
Let b coop (K) 0 denote the maximum energy rate that can be achieved at the input of the EH given the input power constraints. It is given by
This rate can be achieved when the transmitters use all their power budgets to send fully correlated channel inputs. Let also b ind (K) 0 denote the maximum energy rate that can be achieved at the input of the EH given the input power constraints when the channel inputs are independent. It is given by
Let b 0 denote the minimum energy rate that must be guaranteed at the input of the EH in the G-MAC. This rate b must satisfy
for the problem to be feasible. The empirical energy transmission rate induced by the sequence (Y 2,1 , . . . , Y 2,n ) at the input of the EH is
given the normalization over the noise power. The goal of the energy transmission is to guarantee that the empirical energy rate B (n) is not less than an operational energy rate B that must satisfy
Hence, the probability of energy outage is defined as follows:
for some > 0 arbitrarily small. To ease notation, the acronym G-MAC(K, b) is used to refer to the K-user G-MAC with an EH depicted in Fig. 2 with fixed SNRs: SNR ji , for all (j, i) ∈ {1, 2} × {1, . . . , K} and minimum energy rate requirement b.
Without loss of generality, it can be assumed that σ 
D. Centralized Simultaneous Information and Energy Transmission
The G-MAC depicted in Fig. 2 is said to operate at the information-energy rate tuple
when all the transmitters and the receiver use a transmit-receive configuration such that: (i) information transmission occurs at rates R 1 , . . . , R K with probability of error arbitrarily close to zero; and (ii) energy transmission occurs at a rate not smaller than B with energy-outage probability arbitrarily close zero. Under these conditions, the information-energy rate tuple (R 1 , . . . , R K , B) is said to be achievable in the G-MAC(K, b) .
is achievable if there exists a sequence of encoding and decoding functions {f
such that both the average error probability and the energy-outage probability tend to zero as the blocklength n tends to infinity. That is,
lim sup
Note that the minimum energy rate constraint b requires in particular that
Often, increasing the energy transmission rate implies decreasing the information transmission rates and vice-versa. An important notion to characterize the fundamental limits on this information-energy trade-off is the information-energy capacity region defined as follows:
is the closure of all achievable information-energy rate tuples (R 1 , . . . , R K , B).
The information-energy capacity region E(K, b) is described by the following theorem.
Theorem 1 (Information-Energy Capacity Region). The information-energy capacity region
is the set of all information-energy rate tuples (R 1 , . . . , R K , B) that satisfy
Proof: The proof of Theorem 1 follows immediately from [6, Proposition 1] and [6, Theorem 2] when generalized to K users.
Comments and Observations: In the constraints (17) , when the parameters β 1 , . . . , β K satisfy β 1 = · · · = β K = 1, the corresponding region is characterized by all information-energy rate tuples (R 1 , . . . , R K , B) that satisfy
That is, the information rate constraints in (18a) describe the capacity region of the K-user G-MAC and the upper bound on the energy rate constraint in (18b) corresponds to the maximum energy rate that can be achieved using independent channel inputs.
On the other hand, when the parameters β 1 , . . . , β K are such that β 1 = · · · = β K = 0, the corresponding region is characterized by all information-energy rate tuples (R 1 , . . . , R K , B) that satisfy
That is, the information rate constraints in (19a) do not allow for any information transmission and the upper bound on the energy rate B in (19b) equals the maximum feasible energy rate. Hence, from this constructive viewpoint, the coefficients β 1 , . . . , β K in (17) allow the transmitters to trade off between information and energy rates. These parameters might be interpreted as the fractions of power that the transmitters allocate for information transmission. At each transmitter i, the remaining fraction of power (1−β i ) is allocated for exclusively transmitting energy to the EH. More specifically, to achieve any information-energy rate tuple in this region, at each time t, transmitter i's channel input can be written as:
for some independent zero-mean Gaussian information-carrying symbols U 1,t , . . . , U K,t with variances β 1 P 1 , . . . , β K P K , respectively, and independent thereof W t are zero-mean unit-variance Gaussian energy-carrying symbols known non-causally to all terminals. The codebook and the encoding-decoding schemes for the information-carrying signals can be those described in [19] or [20] . Note that the information-carrying signals carry both energy and information. These signals are useful to both the EH and the information decoder, whereas the other signals are energy-carrying and are useful only to the EH. These energy-carrying signals carry only common randomness that allows the creation of correlated signals to increase the energy rate. The common randomness is known to the information decoder and does not produce any interference to the information-carrying signals as its effect can be suppressed using classical successive interference cancellation.
An inherent assumption here is the existence of a central controller that determines an operating point and imposes the transmit or receive configuration to be adopted by each network component. From this global or centralized perspective all points inside the information-energy capacity region are possible operating points. However, in a decentralized network, each network component is an autonomous decision maker that aims to maximize its own individual reward by appropriately choosing a particular transmit or receive configuration. From this perspective, only the information-energy rate tuples that are stable can be possible asymptotic operating points.
The following subsection describes decentralized SIET in the G-MAC(K, b).
E. Decentralized Simultaneous Information and Energy Transmission
In a decentralized G-MAC(K, b), the aim of transmitter i, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , K}, is to autonomously choose its transmit configuration s i in order to maximize its information rate R i , while guaranteeing a minimum energy rate b at the EH. In particular, the transmit configuration s i can be described in terms of the information rates R i , the block-length n, the channel input alphabet X i , the encoding functions {f
, the common randomness, the power dedicated to information and energy transmission, etc. The receiver is assumed to adopt a fixed decoding strategy that is known in advance to all transmitters.
Let P K denote the set of all permutations (all possible decoding orders) over the set {1, . . . , K}. For any π ∈ P K , the considered decoding order π(1), π(2), . . . , π(K) is such that user π(1) is decoded first, user π(2) is decoded second, etc.
Note that if the aim of each transmitter, say transmitter i, is to maximize its own individual information rate R i subject to the minimum energy rate b at the EH, it is clear from (17) that one option should be using a power-split in which the component dedicated to the transmission of information β i is as high as possible. However, its power-split β i must also be chosen such that the energy-outage probability (16) can be made arbitrarily close to zero. This reveals that the choice of the transmit configuration of each transmitter depends on the choice of the other transmitters as they must guarantee the minimum energy constraint required at the EH. At the same time, depending on the decoding scheme at the receiver, the information-carrying signal of one transmitter is interference to the others. This reasoning implies that the rate achieved by transmitter i depends on all transmit-configurations s 1 , . . . , s K as well as the configuration of the receiver, even if it is assumed to be fixed. This justifies the analysis of this scenario using tools from game theory.
F. Game Formulation
The competitive interaction of the transmitters in the decentralized G-MAC(K, b) can be modeled by the following game in normal form:
where b is a parameter of the game that represents the minimum energy-rate that must be guaranteed at the EH (see (16) ). The set K = {1, . . . , K} is the set of players, i.e., transmitters 1 to K. The sets A 1 , . . . , A K are the sets of actions of players 1 to K, respectively. An action of a player i ∈ K, which is denoted by s i ∈ A i , is basically its transmit configuration as described above. The utility function of transmitter i, for i ∈ K, is u i : A 1 × · · · × A K → R and it is defined as its own information rate,
error (R1, . . . , RK ) < and P (n)
where > 0 and δ > 0 are arbitrarily small numbers and R i (s 1 , . . . , s K ) denotes an information transmission rate achievable (Def. 1) with the configurations s 1 , . . . , s K . Note that the utility is -1 when either the error probability or the energy outage probability is not arbitrarily small. This is meant to favor the action profiles in which there is no information transmission (information rate and error probability are zero) but there is energy transmission (probability of energy outage can be made arbitrarily close to zero), over the actions in which the information rate is zero but the energy constraint is not satisfied.
Remark 1.
A player wants to maximize its individual information rate while guaranteeing a global energy rate (i.e., common to all players). Hence, from player i's standpoint, with i ∈ K, what matters is the error probability on decoding message M i , i.e, its individual error probability. Although the game formulation presented in this paper relies on the joint probability of error, one can argue that it can equivalently be written in terms of individual error probabilities because
Often, the information rate R i (s 1 , . . . , s K ) is written as R i for simplicity. However, every non-negative achievable information rate is associated with a particular tuple of transmit configurations (s 1 , . . . , s K ) that achieves it. It is worth noting that there might exist several tuples of transmit configurations that achieve the same rate tuple (R 1 , . . . , R K , B) and distinction between the different transmit configurations tuples is made only when needed. Note also that the transmitters could use different blocklengths n i , with i ∈ K, as part of the set of actions of each player. However, the decoding is performed only after all blocks are received. As a consequence, without loss of generality the blocklength can be considered to be n = max i∈K n i for all the players.
A class of transmit configuration tuples s * = (s * 1 , . . . , s * K ) ∈ A 1 × · · · × A K that are particularly important in the analysis of this game are referred to as η-Nash equilibria (η-NE).
G. η-Nash Equilibria
A transmit-receive configuration s
is an η-NE satisfies the following definition: Definition 3 (η-NE [21] ). In the game G(b), an action profile (s * 1 , . . . , s * K ) is an η-NE if for all i ∈ K and for all s i ∈ A i , it holds that
From Def. 3, it becomes clear that if (s * 1 , . . . , s * K ) is an η-NE, then none of the transmitters can increase its own information transmission rate by more than η bits per channel use by changing its own transmit configuration while keeping the average error probability and the energy outage probability arbitrarily close to zero. Thus, at a given η-NE, every player achieves a utility that is η-close to its maximum achievable information rate given the energy rate requirement b, the receive configuration of the information decoder, and the transmit configuration of the other players. Note that if η is arbitrarily close to zero, then the definition of NE is obtained [10] .
The following investigates the set of information and energy rate tuples that can be achieved at an η-NE. This set of rate tuples is known as the η-NE information-energy region.
Definition 4 (η-NE Region). Let η > 0 be fixed. An achievable information-energy rate tuple (R 1 , . . . , R K , B) ∈ E(K, b) is said to be in the η-NE region of the game G(b) if there exists an action profile (s
In the following section, the η-NE region of the game G(b), with an η > 0, is characterized for several decoding strategies adopted by the information decoder under a given feasible minimum energy rate constraint b satisfying (10).
III. MAIN RESULTS
This section describes the η-NE region of the game G(b) under a fixed decoding strategy. Three cases are examined: single user decoding (SUD), successive interference cancellation (SIC), and time-sharing between the previous decoding strategies.
A. η-NE Region With Single User Decoding (SUD)
The η-NE region of the game G(b) when the receiver uses single-user decoding (SUD), denoted by N SUD (K, b), is described by the following theorem.
Theorem 2 (η-NE Region of the Game G(b) with SUD). Let b ∈ [0, b coop (K)] and η > 0 be fixed. Then, the set N SUD (K, b) of η-NE of the game G(b) contains all information-energy rate tuples (R 1 , . . . , R K , B) that satisfy
where β 1 , . . . , β K satisfy the following conditions:
Proof: The proof of Theorem 2 is provided in Section IV. That is, when b ∈ [0, b ind (K)], N SUD (K, b) contains all information-energy rate tuples (R 1 , . . . , R K , B) such that
Thus, any projection of N SUD (K, b) over a plane B = b 1 , with b b 1 b ind (K), reduces to a unique information rate point (See Fig. 3 in the case of two users).
, there are infinitely many tuples (β 1 , . . . , β K ) that satisfy (28). For a given choice of (β 1 , . . . , β K ), the constraints in (26) reduce to
That is, at any η-NE, the energy rate must be satisfied with equality in order to maximize the information rates (See Fig. 4 in the case of two users).
B. η-NE Region with Successive Interference Cancellation (SIC)
The η-NE region of the game G(b) when the information decoder uses SIC(π), with a fixed decoding order π ∈ P K , denoted by N SIC(π) (K, b), is described by the following theorem.
Theorem 3 (η-NE Region of the Game G(b) with SIC(π)). Let b ∈ [0, b coop (K)] and η > 0 arbitrarily small. Then, the set N SIC(π) (K, b) contains all information-energy rate tuples (R 1 , . . . , R K , B) satisfying:
Proof: The proof of Theorem 3 is provided in Section V. The observations in the previous case continue to hold here. The only difference is that the information rate constraint of transmitter π(i) is not affected by the signals of transmitters π(1) to π(i − 1) that were already decoded. Interference cancellation allows in particular the achievability of information sum-rate optimal points at an η-NE (points on the boundary of the information-energy capacity region) as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 in the case of two users.
C. η-NE Region With Time-Sharing (TS)
Let N (K, b) denote the η-NE region of the game G(b) when the receiver uses any time-sharing between the previous decoding techniques. This region is described by the following theorem.
Theorem 4 (η-NE Region of the Game
and η > 0 be fixed. Then, the set N (K, b) is defined as:
That is, if the receiver performs any time-sharing combination between any of the considered decoding strategies, then the transmitters can use the same time-sharing combination between their corresponding η-NE strategies to achieve any point inside N (K, b) .
Proof: The proof is based on Theorem 2, Theorem 3, and a time-sharing argument. The details are omitted.
D. Observations
Three main observations arising from Theorem 2, Theorem 3, and Theorem 4 are described in the sequel.
1) Existence of an η-NE:
The first observation is that the existence of an η-NE, with η > 0 fixed, is always guaranteed as long as the SIET problem is feasible, i.e., as long as b b coop (K). This statement follows immediately from the fact that N SUD (K, b) = ∅, N SIC(π) (K, b) = ∅, for any π ∈ P K , and thus N (K, b) = ∅, which ensures the existence of at least one action profile (s * 1 , . . . , s * K ) that is an η-NE. Interestingly, when b > b coop (K), the energy transmission cannot be performed reliably, and thus the information-energy capacity region is empty and so is the η-NE region. In this particular case, the problem is not well-posed since such an energy rate is outside the information-energy capacity region.
Remark: Note that for any given b 0, the sets
, for π ∈ P K , and N (K, b) include only the information-energy tuples (R 1 , . . . , R K , B) that satisfy B b. That is, the η-NE at which the energy constraint can be satisfied. However, this suggests that there might exist other η-NE that are not in these sets at which either one of the conditions, (14) or (15), is not met. Consider for instance a case in which b 1 + max i∈K SNR 2i and all the transmitters decide to use the strategies s 1 to s K at which none of the transmitters actually transmits, e.g., standby mode. Hence, none of the transmitters can unilaterally deviate and achieve a utility other than u i (s 1 , . . . , s K ) = −1, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , K}, which translates into an all-zero information-energy tuple (0, . . . , 0) which is also an η-NE but is not in any of the sets N SUD (K, b) or N SIC(π) (K, b), fo any π ∈ P K , as the energy constraint cannot be satisfied (Def. 4). More specifically, (0, . . . , 0) / ∈ E(K, b) for all b > 0. 2) Cardinality of the set of η-NE: The unicity of a given η-NE of the game G(b) is not ensured even in the case in which the cardinality of the η-NE information-energy region is one. Consider the case in which η is arbitrarily close to zero and b = b coop (K). In this case, N (K, b) = {(0, . . . , 0, b coop (K))} and using, for instance, all the power budget to send common randomness is an η-NE action profile, for any η > 0. However, there is an infinite number of possible common random sequences that can be adopted by the transmitters independently of the action taken by the receiver as in this case R 1 = · · · = R K = 0. The cardinality of the set of η-NE is an acceptable lower-bound on the number of equilibria. This suggests that if the cardinality of the η-NE set is infinity, the number of η-NE is also infinity as every information-energy rate tuple in N (K, b) is associated with at least one achievability scheme that is an η-NE (Def. 4).
3) Optimality of the η-NE: The most interesting observation regarding Theorem 2, Theorem 3, and Theorem 4 is that some of the sum-rate optimal tuples (R 1 , . . . , R K , B) given a minimum energy-rate b required at the EH are achievable at an η-NE. These η-NE sum-rate optimal tuples are Pareto optimal points of the information-energy capacity region E(K, b). This suggests that, under the assumption that the players are able to properly choose the operating η-NE, for instance via learning algorithms, there is no loss of performance in the decentralized SIET case in comparison to the fully centralized SIET case.
E. Case of Two-Users: Example and Observations
Consider the two-user symmetric G-MAC with SNR 11 = SNR 12 = SNR 21 = SNR 22 = 10 (EH and receiver are co-located). Note that for all b b ind (2), the two transmitters use all their available average power for information transmission as shown in Fig. 3 . Alternatively, when b > b ind (2), the two transmitters use the minimum energy needed to make the energy-outage probability arbitrarily close to zero and seek the largest possible information transmission rate (See Fig. 4 ).
IV. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Consider the set of information-energy rate-tuples that can be achieved under the assumption that the receiver performs SUD to recover the messages M 1 , . . . , M K . This set is denoted by C SUD (K, b) and is defined by the following lemma. Lemma 1 (Achievable Information-Energy Region With SUD). The set C SUD (K, b) contains all non-negative informationenergy rate tuples (R 1 , . . . , R K , B) that satisfy
where
Proof: The proof of achievability follows similar arguments to those in the proof of Theorem 1 when the decoder is restricted to use SUD to recover the messages M 1 , . . . , M K .
Let the subset
K is chosen to satisfy the following equality
To prove Theorem 2, the first step is to show that
That is, any achievable information-energy rate tuple (R 1 , . . . , R K , B) ∈ V SUD (K, b) cannot be an η-NE with η > 0, i.e.,
This is proved by Proposition 1.
is not an η-NE, with η > 0. That is,
Proof: The proof of Proposition 1 is provided in Section IV-A. The second step is to show that
That is, all information-energy rate tuples in U SUD (K, b) are achievable for at least one η-NE, with η > 0. This is proved by Proposition 2.
Proposition 2. Any information-energy rate tuple (R 1 , . . . , R K , B) ∈ U SUD (K, b) is achievable at an η-NE, with an η > 0. That is,
Proof: The proof of Proposition 2 is provided in Section IV-B. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
A. Proof of Proposition 1
Any information-energy rate tuple (R 1 , . . . , R K , B) ∈ V SUD (K, b) satisfies at least one of the following conditions:
B<b,
and β 1 , . . . , β K are chosen to satisfy the following equality
Before introducing the proof of Proposition 1, some necessary conditions for η-NE action profiles are identified. These conditions are provided by Lemmas 2 and 3. Under these necessary conditions, it is later shown that any rate tuple (R 1 , . . . , R K , B) that satisfies at least one of the conditions (42)- (44) is not an η-NE, with η > 0. This establishes the proof of Proposition 1.
1) Necessary Conditions on η-NE
Denote by X * i,1 , . . . , X * i,n the channel inputs generated by transmitter i, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , K}, with the equilibrium action s * i and denote by P * i their average power, that is 
Using this notation, the following lemma can be stated.
Lemma 2 (Common Randomness).
A necessary condition for the action profile (s * 1 , . . . , s * K ) to be an η-NE action is that, if the channel inputs X * i,t are of the form X * i,t = X * i,1,t + X * i,2,t where X * i,1,t and X * i,2,t are an information-carrying component and a non-information-carrying component, respectively, then, X * i,2,t must exclusively carry common randomness that is known to the receiver, for i ∈ {1, . . . , K}.
Proof: Without loss of generality, consider transmitter 1 whose utility is given by
From the assumptions of the lemma, component X * i,2,t does not increase the information rate. Let R 1 denote the information rate that can be achieved by transmitter 1 if the interference caused by its component X * i,2,t can be completely canceled at the receiver before decoding the messages M 1 , . . . , M K .
Assume that, in the action s * 1 , the component X * i,2,t does not exclusively carry common randomness that is known to the receiver. Hence, the receiver is not able to cancel the energy-carrying component before decoding it. This additional interference reduces the information rate of transmitter 1. Let δ > 0 denote the penalty on the information rate of transmitter 1 that is caused by this additional interference. That is,
Regardless of the actions s * 2 , . . . , s * K , transmitter 1 can use an alternative action s 1 in which the component X * i,2,t carries only common randomness known to the receiver. Thus, its effect can be completely canceled and the information transmission can be performed at rate R 1 . The corresponding utility is
From (48), (49), and (50), it holds that
The utility improvement is bounded away from zero, and thus the action profile (s
can be achieved with an arbitrarily small probability of error. Assume that in the action profile (s * 1 , . . . , s * K ), the information rate R * 1 satisfies
and thus its utility satisfies
with ξ > 0.
Regardless of the action of the other transmitters, transmitter 1 can always choose an alternative actions 1 in which it has a utility
From (57) and (58), it holds that
;j =i β j SNR 1j for at least one i ∈ {1, . . . , K}, cannot an η-NE, with η > 0.
3) Proof of (43): This is trivial since, B * < b implies that the tuple (R * 1 , . . . , R * K , B * ) is not achievable (Def. 1). 4) Proof of (44): Assume that there exists an energy-information tuple (R * 1 , . . . , R * K , B * ) that is achievable at an η-NE by the action profile (s * 1 , . . . , s *
That is, (60) can equivalently be written as
From the previous parts of the proof (Lemma 2 and Lemma 3), a necessary condition at any η-NE with η > 0 is to have the transmitters use Gaussian codebooks in which the channel inputs {(X * 1,t , . . . , X * K,t )} n t=1 are generated i.i.d. according to a Gaussian distribution with maximum powers P 1,max , . . . , P K,max , respectively.
The fact that the energy rate cannot exceed the maximum feasible value given the constrained power budget at the transmitters, together with assumption (62) lead the following constraints on B * :
Using continuity arguments, the energy rate B * can be written as:
where 0 λ ij 1 denotes the Pearson correlation coefficient between X i,t and X j,t (See Remark 2). Since the only source of correlation is common randomness whose effect is canceled before decoding the messages (See Remark 2), for any values of the utililities (R * 1 , . . . , R * K ), one can always find (β 1 , . . . , β K ) satisfying
such that the utilities at the η-NE (Recall the necessary condition at any η-NE with η > 0) can be written as
with i > 0 arbitrarily small. One way to construct the channel inputs X * i,t is X * i,t = (1 − β i )P i,max U * t + β i P i,max V * i,t , i ∈ {1, . . . , K},
where U * , V * 1 , . . . , and V * K are zero-mean unit-variance Gaussian RVs that are mutually independent. The variable U * depends on the common randomness Ω and the variable V * i depends on the message M i for i ∈ {1, . . . , K}. The strict inequality in (62) implies that for at least a pair of transmitters k and , the channel inputs X * k,t and X * ,t are positively correlated, i.e., λ k > 0, which implies that β k < 1 and β < 1.
For these two transmitters, the input correlation results in an information rate-loss and their utilities will be given by 
for some δ k > 0 and δ > 0.
Regardless of the actions of the other transmitters, transmitter k can always use an alternative strategys k in which it uses a power fraction β k > β k . This reduces the correlation with the channel input of transmitter and increases the information rate of transmitter k while keeping the energy rate above the threshold b.
With the new strategy, transmitter k achieves the information ratẽ
B b.
Thus, the resulting utility of transmitter k is 
which contradicts the assumption that (s * 1 , . . . , s * K ) is an η-NE (Def. 3), with an η > 0. This completes the proof of Proposition 1.
B. Proof of Proposition 2
Let η > 0 be fixed and assume that the decoder performs SUD. , ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , K}, (74a)
The targeted energy rate b is less than what is strictly necessary to guarantee reliable communication at maximum information sum-rate. Thus, the energy rate constraint is vacuous and the transmitters can exclusively use all their available power budget to send information, i.e., β 1 = · · · = β K = 1. To achieve (R * 1 , . . . , R * K , B * ), transmitters 1, . . . , K can use the action profile (s * 1 , . . . , s * K ) described in the sequel. The transmitters use independent Gaussian codebooks with powers P 1,max , . . . , P K,max , as in [19] or [20] . The messages M 1 , . . . , M K are encoded at the information rates R * 1 , . . . , R * K , respectively. The resulting average energy rate at the input of the EH is given by B (n) = b ind (K), which ensures that the energy outage probability P (n)
outage (B * ) can be made arbitrarily small as the blocklength tends to infinity. From the assumption that the receiver performs SUD, the probability of error P (n)
error (R * 1 , . . . , R * K ) can be made arbitrarily small as the blocklength tends to infinity. Hence, the resulting utilities are given by:
